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ABSTRACT
We use cosmological hydrodynamical simulations to investigate how the inclusion of physi-
cal processes relevant to galaxy formation (star formation, metal-line cooling, stellar winds,
supernovae and feedback from Active Galactic Nuclei, AGN) change the properties of
haloes, over four orders of magnitude in mass. We find that gas expulsion and the associated
dark matter (DM) expansion induced by supernova-driven winds are important for haloes
with masses M200 . 1013M⊙, lowering their masses by up to 20% relative to a DM-only
model. AGN feedback, which is required to prevent overcooling, has a significant impact on
halo masses all the way up to cluster scales (M200 ∼ 1015M⊙). Baryon physics changes the
total mass profiles of haloes out to several times the virial radius, a modification that cannot
be captured by a change in the halo concentration. The decrease in the total halo mass causes
a decrease in the halo mass function of about 20%. This effect can have important conse-
quences for the abundance matching technique as well as for most semi-analytic models of
galaxy formation. We provide analytic fitting formulae, derived from simulations that repro-
duce the observed baryon fractions, to correct halo masses and mass functions from DM-only
simulations. The effect of baryon physics (AGN feedback in particular) on cluster number
counts is about as large as changing the cosmology from WMAP7 to Planck, even when a
moderately high mass limit of M500 ≈ 1014M⊙ is adopted. Thus, for precision cosmology
the effects of baryons must be accounted for.
Key words: cosmology: large-scale structure of the Universe, cosmology: theory, galaxies:
haloes, galaxies: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
N-body simulations using only gravitationally interacting dark
matter (DM) particles have played an important role in the de-
velopment of astrophysical cosmology (e.g. Frenk & White 2012).
DM simulations have for example been used to predict the large-
scale distribution of matter, the halo mass function, and the density
profiles of haloes. The results from such simulations form the ba-
sis for halo-based models and abundance matching techniques (e.g.
⋆ E-mail: velliscig@strw.leidenuniv.nl
Seljak 2000; Cooray & Sheth 2002). DM simulations are also used
as the starting point for semi-analytic models that associate galax-
ies to DM haloes in post-processing, and then follow the evolution
of these galaxies according to different prescriptions that are cali-
brated such that the model reproduces a limited set of observables
(e.g. Baugh 2006).
Neglecting the hydrodynamics and the feedback processes
that affect the gas component also allows one to perform simula-
tions with a dynamic range that would otherwise not be achievable
due to the higher computational cost associated with the inclusion
of baryon physics. Explicitly accounting for baryons in simula-
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tions means computing hydrodynamic forces and including pro-
cesses like radiative cooling, photo-heating, star formation, metal
enrichment, and also energetic feedback processes such as winds
driven by supernovae and AGN that are able to generate outflows
and eject baryons from (the inner parts of) DM haloes.
For many purposes it is a reasonable approximation to as-
sume that the effect of baryon physics on the matter distribution
is small, such as in the intergalactic medium (e.g., Theuns et al.
2002; Viel, Schaye & Booth 2013) and on the outskirts of galaxy
clusters where the gas has a long cooling time and approximately
traces the dark matter (e.g., Le Brun et al. 2014). However, it is
clear that on small scales and in lower mass haloes, where cooling
can allow the gas to condense to high densities, baryonic processes
such as galactic winds can have important effects on the matter dis-
tribution. Moreover, the distribution of the DM will itself adjust to
the resulting change in the gravitational potential. Indeed, it ap-
pears that the observed rotation curves of dwarf galaxies cannot
be reproduced by simulations that assume the standard cold dark
matter paradigm unless they include the effect of outflows (e.g.
Governato et al. 2010).
In recent years hydrodynamical simulations have for
example been used to quantify the effect of baryons on
the DM halo density profiles (e.g. Gnedin et al. 2004;
Gustafsson, Fairbairn & Sommer-Larsen 2006; Duffy et al.
2010; Tissera et al. 2010), spins (e.g. Bett et al. 2010; Bryan et al.
2013), shapes (e.g. Abadi et al. 2010; Kazantzidis et al. 2004;
Read et al. 2008; Bryan et al. 2012, 2013), and substructure (e.g.
Dolag et al. 2009; Romano-Dı´az et al. 2009) of dark haloes,
as well as on the matter power spectrum (e.g. Jing et al. 2006;
Rudd, Zentner & Kravtsov 2008; Guillet, Teyssier & Colombi
2010; van Daalen et al. 2011; Casarini et al. 2011) and the cluster-
ing of subhaloes (van Daalen et al. 2014). Because the physics of
galaxy formation is uncertain, it is important to vary the parame-
ters of the model. In particular, it has recently become clear that
the efficient feedback that is required to reproduce observations,
and which is thought to be driven by star formation and by AGN at
low and high halo masses, respectively, leads to results that differ
qualitatively from the predictions of earlier simulations that suf-
fered from overcooling. For example, efficient feedback reduces,
or even reverses, adiabatic contraction in the inner parts of massive
haloes (e.g. Duffy et al. 2010; Mead et al. 2010; Teyssier et al.
2011; Killedar et al. 2012; Martizzi, Teyssier & Moore 2013).
The ejection of baryons by outflows reduces the matter power
spectrum on remarkably large scales (van Daalen et al. 2011)
with dramatic consequences for future cosmological weak lensing
studies (Semboloni et al. 2011; Semboloni, Hoekstra & Schaye
2013; Zentner et al. 2013).
One of the most important quantities characterising the dis-
tribution of matter is the halo mass function (HMF hereafter), i.e.
the number density of haloes as a function of their mass. The evo-
lution of the HMF, in particular its massive end, is for example
a powerful tool for constraining cosmological parameters such as
the dark energy equation of state, using future large surveys such
as eROSITA (Pillepich, Porciani & Reiprich 2012), XMM-XXL
(Pierre et al. 2011), and XCS (Mehrtens et al. 2012) in X-ray;
Planck1 using the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect; and DES2, Euclid
(Laureijs et al. 2011) and LSST3 using weak lensing. For a given
cosmology, the HMF is usually predicted using DM-only simula-
tions (e.g. Jenkins et al. 2001; Reed et al. 2003; Warren et al. 2006;
Lukic´ et al. 2007; Tinker et al. 2008). To exploit the capacity of up-
coming surveys, the theoretical HMF needs to be calibrated at the
per cent level (Wu, Zentner & Wechsler 2010). Therefore, even if
the impact of baryon physics is only of the order of a per cent or
more, it should be taken into account when computing the theoret-
ical HMF.
The effect of baryon physics on the HMF has recently
been studied using hydrodynamical simulations by, among oth-
ers, Sawala et al. (2013) and Khandai et al. (2014) at low halo
masses and by Stanek, Rudd & Evrard (2009), Cui et al. (2012),
Martizzi et al. (2014) and Cusworth et al. (2014) at high masses.
Although the studies differ in their detailed findings (and some-
times on the sign of the effect), there is nevertheless a growing
consensus that baryon physics will significantly affect the HMF.
Here we will use the suite of cosmological simulations
from the OverWhelmingly Large Simulations project (OWLS;
Schaye et al. 2010) to study the effect of galaxy formation on the
mass function and internal structure of haloes more massive than
Mcrit200 = 10
11.5 h−1M⊙. For this purpose we will also make use
of new larger volume, lower resolution versions of a subset of the
OWLS models (an extension of OWLS, called cosmo-OWLS; see
Le Brun et al. 2014). OWLS is well-suited to study baryonic ef-
fects as it consists of a wide range of models that were run from
identical initial conditions, but employing a wide variety of recipes
for the uncertain baryonic processes. OWLS also includes a DM-
only model as well as a model with AGN feedback that repro-
duces both optical and X-ray observations of groups and clusters
of galaxies (McCarthy et al. 2010; Le Brun et al. 2014). These last
two models are therefore particularly well-suited to our needs and
we will employ them to provide fitting formulas that can be used
to correct the HMFs predicted by DM-only models for the effect
of baryons.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe our
simulations and explain the methods used to find haloes and to
match them between different simulations. In Sec. 3 we show how
baryon physics, such as radiative cooling and feedback from super-
novae and AGN alter the masses of haloes. In Sec. 4 we provide
analytic fitting formulae to correct the masses of haloes in the DM-
only simulation for the effect of baryon physics. In Sec. 5 we show
the impact of baryon physics on the halo mass function and dis-
cuss the implications for cluster number count studies. In Sec. 6
we compare our findings to those of previous studies. Finally, in
Sec. 7 we summarize and conclude.
2 SIMULATIONS
The analysis carried out in this paper is based on simulations that
are part of the OverWhelmingly Large Simulations project (OWLS
1 http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=Planck
2 http://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
3 http://www.lsst.org/lsst/
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Simulation L Nparticle Cosmology mb mdm Description
( h−1Mpc) (h−1M⊙) (h−1M⊙)
DMONLY 100 5123 WMAP3 – 4.9× 108 Only gravitationally interacting particles
NOSN NOZCOOL 100 2× 5123 WMAP3 8.7× 107 4.1× 108 No SN feedback, primordial cooling
NOZCOOL 100 2× 5123 WMAP3 8.7× 107 4.1× 108 Cooling assumes primordial abundances
REF 100 2× 5123 WMAP3 8.7× 107 4.1× 108 SN feedback, metal line cooling, no AGN
WDENS 100 2× 5123 WMAP3 8.7× 107 4.1× 108 Wind mass loading and velocity depend on ρgas
AGN 8.0 100 2× 5123 WMAP3 8.7× 107 4.1× 108 Includes AGN
DMONLY L050N512 50 5123 WMAP3 – 6.2× 107 High-res version of DMONLY, smaller box
REF L050N512 50 2× 5123 WMAP3 1.1× 107 5.1× 107 High res version of REF, smaller box
DMONLY W7 100 5123 WMAP7 – 5.6× 108 Different cosmology w.r.t. DMONLY
REF W7 100 2× 5123 WMAP7 9.4× 107 4.7× 108 Different cosmology w.r.t. REF
AGN 8.0 W7 100 2× 5123 WMAP7 9.4× 107 4.7× 108 Different cosmology w.r.t. AGN 8.0
AGN 8.5 W7 100 2× 5123 WMAP7 9.4× 107 4.7× 108 Different heating temperature w.r.t. AGN 8.0 W7
DMONLY L400 W7 400 10243 WMAP7 – 4.5× 109 Larger box, lower res w.r.t. DMONLY W7
REF L400 W7 400 2× 10243 WMAP7 7.5× 108 3.7× 109 Larger box, lower res w.r.t. REF W7
AGN 8.0 L400 W7 400 2× 10243 WMAP7 7.5× 108 3.7× 109 Larger box, lower res w.r.t. AGN 8.0 W7
AGN 8.5 L400 W7 400 2× 10243 WMAP7 7.5× 108 3.7× 109 Larger box, lower res w.r.t. AGN 8.5 W7
Table 1. List of the simulations used in this work. Most simulations use a box of 100h−1Mpc , with 2× 5123 particles. We carry out resolution tests using
simulations with 8 times higher and lower mass resolution. We also use simulations with a different cosmology, WMAP7 instead of WMAP3, to see if our
analysis is cosmology dependent. Finally, we take advantage of 400 h−1Mpc , 2 × 10243 version of the OWLS models to extend our analysis to higher
halo masses.
Schaye et al. 2010) which includes over 50 large, cosmological,
hydrodynamical simulations run with a modified version of the
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GADGET3 (last de-
scribed in Springel 2005). The aim of the OWLS project is to ex-
plore the sensitivity of the theoretical predictions to both resolv-
able and ‘subgrid’ physics thought to be important for galaxy for-
mation (such as supernova (SN) feedback, stellar mass loss, radia-
tive cooling processes and AGN feedback) in fully self-consistent
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. In this section we will
give a brief description of the simulations used in this paper and
the physical processes implemented in each of them.
The simulations used in this work were run with either a
WMAP3 cosmology (Spergel et al. 2007) {Ωm, Ωb, ΩΛ, σ8, ns,
h} = {0.238,0.0418,0.762,0.74,0.951,0.73} or a WMAP7 cosmol-
ogy (Komatsu et al. 2011) {Ωm, Ωb, ΩΛ, σ8, ns, h} = {0.272,
0.0455, 0.728, 0.81, 0.967, 0.704}. Most simulations used in this
work were run in periodic boxes of 100 h−1Mpc (400 h−1Mpc)
comoving, and each of the runs uses 5123 (10243) dark mat-
ter and equally many baryonic particles (representing collision-
less star or collisional gas particles). The particle masses in
the 2 × 5123 particle 100 h−1Mpc WMAP3 (10243 parti-
cle 400 h−1Mpc WMAP7) simulations are 4.06 × 108 h−1M⊙
(3.75 × 109 h−1M⊙) for dark matter and 8.66 × 107 h−1M⊙
(7.53 × 108 h−1M⊙) for baryons. Note, however, that baryonic
particle masses change during the course of the simulation due to
mass transfer from star to gas particles.
Comoving gravitational softenings were set to 1/25 of the
initial mean inter-particle spacing but were limited to a maximum
physical scale of 2h−1 kpc (4h−1 kpc) for the 100 h−1Mpc
(400 h−1Mpc) simulations. The switch from a fixed comoving to
a fixed proper softening happens at z = 2.91 in all simulations.
We used Nngb = 48 neighbours for the SPH interpolation.
The physical models considered here are (following the nam-
ing convention of Schaye et al. 2010):
• DMONLY: a dark matter only simulation, intended to simu-
late a set of particles that interact only gravitationally. Such simu-
lations are commonly used to compute the HMF that forms the in-
put of semi-analytic models and abundance matching studies. We
use this simulation as a base and evaluate differences with respect
to this model when baryon physics is added. Recall that a particle
in this simulation becomes two particles in a baryonic simulation:
namely a DM particle of mass Ωm−Ωb
Ωm
×mdmonly and a gas par-
ticle of mass Ωb
Ωm
×mdmonly.
• REF: this is the reference model for the OWLS suite, but is
not intended to be the ‘best’ model. This model includes most of
the mechanisms that are thought to be important for the star for-
mation history (see Schaye et al. 2010 for a detailed discussion),
but not AGN feedback. The implementation of radiative cool-
ing, star formation, supernova driven winds, and stellar evolution
and mass loss have been described in Wiersma, Schaye & Smith
(2009), Schaye & Dalla Vecchia (2008), Dalla Vecchia & Schaye
(2008), and Wiersma et al. (2009), respectively. This simulation
represents a standard scenario assumed in cosmological hydrody-
namic simulations. The SN feedback is kinetic and is performed
by kicking the particles stochastically in random directions. The
parameters that regulate the feedback process are the mass loading
η = 2, which represents the average number of particles kicked
per star particle in the case of equal mass particles, and the initial
wind velocity vw = 600 km s−1. In this simulation the wind pa-
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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rameters are kept fixed and correspond to an injection of energy
that is 40% of the available energy of the SN explosion.
• AGN 8.0: this model is identical to REF with the exception
that it also includes a prescription for black hole (BH) growth
and AGN feedback, following Booth & Schaye (2009). In this ap-
proach, which is a modified version of the one introduced by
Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist (2005), the accretion of gas on
to the BH follows the Bondi-Hoyle accretion formula only if the
gas is expected to be warm (i.e. & 104K). However, if the pres-
sure is sufficiently high that a cold interstellar phase is expected to
form, but which is unresolved by our simulations, then the accre-
tion is regulated by a parameter that depends on the density of the
gas, multiplied by the Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate. A certain frac-
tion of the rest mass energy of the accreted gas, ǫ, is stored until
it is able to heat up a number of randomly selected neighbouring
gas particles, nheat, by raising their temperatures by an amount
∆Theat = 10
8 K. In this way, the heated gas particles do not radi-
ate away their thermal energy immediately but instead they drive
supersonic outflows that are able to displace a large amount of gas
far from the AGN themselves. A value of ǫ = 0.015 yields a good
match to the z = 0 relations between BH mass and stellar mass
and velocity dispersion and the z = 0 cosmic BH density. On the
scales of groups and clusters this is the most realistic simulation
because it reproduces many observational data sets, such as the re-
lations between X-ray luminosity, temperature, gas mass fraction,
and SZ flux, as was shown by McCarthy et al. (2010, 2011) and
Le Brun et al. (2014).
• AGN 8.5: this model is identical to AGN 8.0 but with an
increased AGN heating temperature of ∆Theat = 108.5 K. As
per feedback event the same mass of gas is being heated in this
model as in the fiducial AGN 8.0 model, more time is required
for the BH to accrete sufficient energy to heat the gas by the
higher temperature. In practice, therefore, the duty cycles dif-
fer between the two models with the AGN 8.5 model having
longer quiescent periods but a more energetic release of thermal
energy in the surrounding medium for a given event. We note
that ∆Theat can not be increased to arbitrarily high temperatures
since this would lead to unrealistically long time periods between
feedback episodes and would prevent self-regulation of the AGN
feedback (see Booth & Schaye 2009). In a WMAP7 cosmology,
Le Brun et al. (2014) find that the AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5 models
effectively bracket the observed baryon fractions of local groups
and clusters (see also Fig. 5). We refer to Le Brun et al. (2014) for
the analysis of the BH population properties and for the BHs scal-
ing relations showing that the BH formed in the simulations used
in this paper are consistent with observational results and theoreti-
cal models.
• NOSN NOZCOOL: in this simulation the SN feedback is re-
moved and the gas cooling assumes primordial abundances. No
AGN feedback is included.
• NOZCOOL: SN feedback is included but the gas cooling still
assumes primordial abundances. No AGN feedback is included.
• WDENS: the SN feedback parameters depend on the local
gas density of the star-forming particles from which the star par-
ticles that produce the SNe are formed. The initial wind veloc-
ity scales with density as vw = 600 km s−1(nH/10−1cm−3)
1
6
, which implies that vw scales with the sound speed of the equa-
Figure 1. The fraction of haloes that are successfully linked as a function
of dark matter halo mass for FoF groups in DMONLY and REF. Each line
shows what fraction of the FoF groups in DMONLY are linked to a FoF
group in REF. Different colours are used for different values of the num-
ber of most-bound particles used to match haloes, the fiducial value being
Nmb = 50. The grey shaded region is below the resolution limit. For
haloes above this limit the fraction linked is very close to unity.
tion of state that we impose on the unresolved multiphase interstel-
lar medium (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008), and the mass loading
factor as η = 2(nH/10−1cm−3). In this way the total amount
of feedback energy per unit stellar mass is kept fixed. The higher
wind velocity in dense gas results in a more efficient feedback in
massive galaxies (Haas et al. 2013). No AGN feedback is included.
A complete list of simulations used in this paper, with detailed
information on the box size and resolution, is reported in Table 1.
2.1 Finding and matching haloes between simulations
Haloes are identified in our simulations using the Friends-of-
Friends algorithm combined with a spherical over-density algo-
rithm centred on the minimum of the gravitational potential as im-
plemented in SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009).
As every simulation from the OWLS project has identical initial
conditions for a fixed box size, it is in principle possible to identify
the same haloes in each simulation as these should contain mostly
the same DM particles, which can be identified using their unique
particle IDs. By linking haloes between simulations we can inves-
tigate how changes in physics influence the properties of a fixed
sample of haloes. Specifically, we are able to examine how the
halo mass changes from model to model.
The haloes linking procedure works as follows: for every halo
in simulation A we flag the Nmb most-bound particles, meaning
the particles with the highest absolute binding energy. Next, we
locate these particles in the other simulations. If we find a halo in
simulation B that contains at least 50% of these flagged particles,
a first link is made. The link is confirmed only if, by repeating the
process starting from simulation B, the previous halo in simulation
A is found.
Fig. 1 shows the fraction of friends-of-friends (FoF) groups
at z = 0 that are successfully linked between DMONLY and
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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REF as a function of dark matter halo mass. Different colours are
used for different values of the number of most-bound particles
used to match haloes, the fiducial value being Nmb = 50. For
haloes above the resolution limit that we use for this work (see
Appendix A), shown by the grey shaded region, the linked frac-
tion is very close to unity. While this fraction insensitive to the
value of Nmb, using only a few particles to match haloes between
simulations may lead to spurious matches, and, more importantly,
increases the sensitivity to baryonic cooling and feedback. On the
other hand, using values of Nmb that are too high means that even
the most loosely bound particles of a halo are used up to relatively
high masses, which leads to an even greater sensitivity to baryonic
processes. The results for other pairs of simulations are similar,
though the curves shift to the left when comparing simulations with
baryons to each other, as haloes in these simulations are identified
at lower masses. Matched haloes are not considered for our analy-
sis if their mass M200 in the DMONLY simulation is less than the
mass resolution limit (see Appendix A).
3 HOW BARYONS ALTER THE MASSES OF HALOES
3.1 Change in total mass between different realisations of
the same halo
In this section we compare the masses of haloes that have been
matched as described in Sec. 2.1. Haloes are binned according to
their mass in the DMONLY simulations (Mdmonly200 ). For each mass
bin we plot the median value of the relative difference in mass
with respect to the DMONLY realisation. We limit our analysis to
haloes with Mdmonly200 > 1011.5 h−1M⊙ (which corresponds to
a halo with about 600 particles; see Appendix A), use mass bins
of width δlog10(M200) = 0.25, and include all bins with at least
10 haloes. All the simulations assuming the WMAP7 cosmology
(REF, AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5) are extended to higher masses by
the use of cosmo-OWLS (performed in a 400 h−1Mpc box). The
transition between the two box sizes happens when in a mass bin
the number of haloes in the smaller box falls below a chosen value.
Throughout the paper we adopt a value of 50, except for M2500 for
which we adopt 10.
It is important to note that due to the spherical overdensity
definition of massesM∆ used in this work (and commonly adopted
in the literature), a change in the total mass of haloes can be caused
by a change in mass within the haloes as well as by change in
their density profile. If the density profile changes, then so does
the radius at which the value of the mean internal density reaches
ρ(r) = 200ρcrit. In this way a redistribution of matter inside the
halo can change its total mass just by how Mcrit200 is defined. In
order to isolate these two effects, we also show the variation of the
total mass inside a given radius that is chosen to be the same in
every realisation of the same halo among different simulations.
In Fig. 2 we show the relative difference in mass for haloes
in different simulations with respect to the DMONLY simula-
tion. There are two different curves for every analysed simula-
tion. The continuous curve represents the relative difference in the
Mcrit200 mass between the simulation with baryon physics and the
simulation without, namely (M200 −Mdmonly200 )/M
dmonly
200 . In or-
der to isolate the contraction or the ejection of baryons within a
common radius, we also plot the quantity [M(r < Rdmonly200 ) −
Mdmonly200 ]/M
dmonly
200 (dashed lines). These curves give us insight
into the different mass content of each halo realisation, because
any differences are due only to the different amount of mass inside
a common radius.
We focus first on the top left panel of Fig. 2.
For the run without SN feedback, NOSN NOZCOOL (dark
blue lines), it is clear from the low-mass end of Fig. 2 that the
haloes are more dense than when they are simulated using only
gravitationally interacting particles (DMONLY). This is due to the
absence of a mechanism that is able to heat the gas and prevent it
from overcooling. However, the mass difference becomes smaller
with increasing halo mass, due to the increasing importance of
gravitational shock heating which limits the cooling rate of the gas
(e.g., White & Rees 1978).
Next, we consider the addition of SN feedback with the sim-
ulation NOZCOOL (purple lines). Note that the cooling rate of the
gas is still computed assuming primordial abundances. For halo
masses M200 . 10
12 h−1M⊙, SN feedback leads to a ≈ −20%
change in the mass with respect to the DMONLY simulation. How-
ever, at higher masses the effects of SN feedback are minor and the
difference with respect to the DMONLY simulation tends towards
zero. In other words, we find that SNe are incapable of ejecting gas
from galaxy groups and clusters, consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Kravtsov, Nagai & Vikhlinin 2005; Ettori et al. 2006).
If metal-line cooling is switched on (while retaining the SN
feedback) as in the REF run (green lines), the predictions start
to converge to the DMONLY simulation at slightly smaller halo
masses. This is because the feedback is less effective due to the
increased cooling rate of the gas. Note that for this simulation we
use a WMAP7 cosmology in order to extend the dynamic range
probed by our analysis by adding the cosmo-OWLS version of the
REF simulation done in a 400 h−1Mpc box. We will explore the
sensitivity of the results to changes in cosmology in Sec. 3.6 (they
are minimal).
In the WDENS simulation (yellow lines), the parameters that
regulate the wind scale with the local gas density, such that the
wind velocity increases with density while the mass-loading de-
creases. This has the net effect of increasing the effectiveness of
the feedback in denser environments and high-mass haloes rela-
tive to the fixed-wind REF model. Indeed, the WDENS curve has
a similar shape to the REF curve, but the mass range over which
the winds are effective is much more extended.
When AGN feedback is turned on (red and cyan lines) the pic-
ture changes. The decrease in halo mass extends to much higher
masses than in models with SN feedback alone. While the two
AGN feedback models show the same qualitative behaviour, the
model that invokes higher heating temperature (AGN 8.5) is able
to extend the relative change in mass to higher masses due to the
more effective energy release. However, even AGN feedback is in-
sufficient to significantly alter the total masses of the most massive
galaxy clusters (with M ∼ 1015 h−1M⊙).
Interestingly, in the highest mass bin in the AGN 8.0 simula-
tion we obtain a slight increase in the mass of the halo simulated
with AGN 8.0 with respect to the DMONLY case (the REF model
also displays this behaviour). This could be explained by the fact
that the inclusion of baryons leads to more spherical haloes com-
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–19
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Figure 2. The median relative differences in mass (M200 , M500 , M2500 and friends-of-friends mass Mfof ) between matched haloes in the same mass bin
at z = 0 for all the different simulations. The dashed lines in the first three panels show the variation of the total mass inside a radius (Rdmonly∆ ) that is
the same for any given different realisation of the same halo. Dark blue lines show the results for simulations when gas physics is introduced but not SN
feedback or metal-line cooling (NOSN NOZCOOL). The effect of introducing SN feedback is shown by the purple lines (NOZCOOL). Green lines show
the simulations with metal-line cooling and SN feedback (REF). The effect of increasing the efficiency of the SN feedback for massive haloes is shown by
the yellow line (WDENS). Cyan lines represent the simulations that include SN feedback, metal-line cooling and AGN feedback with a heating temperature
of ∆Theat = 108.0 (AGN 8.0). The red lines show the version of the AGN simulation with higher heating temperature ∆Theat = 108.5 (AGN 8.5), that
produces a more efficient energy release on a longer duty cycle. All the simulations assuming the WMAP7 cosmology (REF, AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5) are
extended to higher masses by the use of cosmo-OWLS (done in a 400 h−1Mpc box). The transition between the two box sizes happens when in a mass
bin the number of haloes in the smaller box falls below 50 (10 for M2500). The shaded grey region is below the resolution limit found in Appendix A. In
addition, for the upper left panel, 2-sigma errors computed via bootstrapping are shown for the two AGN simulations.
pared to the DMONLY simulation (e.g., Bryan et al. 2013), and so
the haloes in baryonic simulations tend to have more mass within
a common radius due to this geometric effect.
So far we have discussed the top left panel in Fig. 2. The top
right (M500) and the bottom left (M2500) panels show the same
analysis using higher over densities that probe the inner part of the
haloes. We note that for the simulations that include cooling but
no feedback from AGN (NOSN NOZCOOL, NOZCOOL, REF,
WDENS), the trend resembles the one seen in the M200 panel, but
with all the curves shifted upwards. This is because in the central
region the overcooling dominates over the SN feedback (if any). In
the case of central feedback (AGN) the difference with respect to
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Figure 3. Top panel: the relative difference in the median gas mass en-
closed in Rdmonly200 with respect to the REF model in each simulation
binned in Mdmonly200 mass. Middle panel: the relative difference in stellar
mass inRdmonly200 with respect to the REF model. Bottom panel: the relative
difference in dark matter mass in Rdmonly200 with respect to the DMONLY
model, notice the change in scale.
the DMONLY simulation increases compared to the top left panel,
since the feedback is more efficient in removing gas from the cen-
tre of the halo.
For completeness, in the bottom right panel in Fig. 2 we show
the relative difference in the FoF mass (Mfof ). This mass repre-
sents the mass of all the particles that are linked together using the
FoF algorithm and therefore within a DM isodensity contour. The
linking of the particles in the FoF algorithm is done considering
only DM particles (with linking length 0.2). Every baryonic parti-
cle is associated with its nearest DM particle. If this DM particle is
in a FOF group, then the baryonic particle is assigned to the same
FOF group. Note that the relation will in general not converge to
zero if the baryons do not have the same 3D spatial distribution as
the DM. However, we have tested that the DM component in the
baryonic simulations converges to zero mass difference for high
masses when the DMONLY simulation is rescaled to take into ac-
count the universal baryon fraction.
In order to evaluate the significance of the trends shown in
Fig. 2, we computed the errors on the median using the bootstrap-
ping technique. These errors are shown in Fig. 2 for the two AGN
models, but the amplitude is similar for the other mass definition
and models. The errors are computed by taking the standard devia-
tion of the distributions of the medians drawn from 1000 bootstrap
realizations of the data in every mass bin. These errors are very
small, which indicates that median values quoted in our analysis
are robust. For the most massive bin the errors suggest that the
median values are consistent with no change with respect to the
DMONLY model.
The above analysis shows that important subgrid physics, par-
ticularly AGN feedback, can substantially alter the total masses of
haloes, by up to≈ 20% withinR200 (and by larger amounts within
smaller radii). This is suggestively close to (though slightly larger
than) the universal baryon fraction, but as we will show later this
does not imply that all of the baryons have been removed from
the haloes (for an analysis of the gas and baryon fractions in these
haloes we refer to Sec. 3.3).
In what follows immediately below, we quantify the effects of
these subgrid processes on the stellar, gas, and dark matter masses
separately.
3.2 Change in baryon mass and back-reaction on dark
matter
In the top and middle panels of Fig. 3 we show the relative differ-
ence in the gas mass and stellar mass, respectively, withinRdmonly200
with respect to the REF model. The dark blue lines show the re-
sults for simulations that include gas physics but without SN feed-
back and metal-line cooling (NOSN NOZCOOL). For this model
it is clearly visible that the mass in stars is much higher than the
REF model (middle panel). Again, this is due to the absence of
a mechanism that prevents the gas from overcooling. In terms of
gas (top panel), at the low-mass end uninhibited cooling boosts
the accretion of gas within Rdmonly200 compared to REF. By con-
trast, at the high-mass end, where the SNe are not able to affect
the total mass enclosed in REF, the amount of gas is less in the
NOSN NOZCOOL model, since a larger fraction of the gas was
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converted into stars in REF (due to the increased cooling rate from
metal lines).
When SN feedback is included but metal-line cooling remains
off (NOZCOOL), a lower mass of stars is formed due to the in-
creased effectiveness of SN feedback in the absence of metal-
line cooling. This leads to an increase in the mass of gas within
Rdmonly200 with respect to the REF simulation.
Inclusion of AGN feedback (AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5) reduces
the mass of stars and gas with respect to the REF model, the latter
being due to ejection from the haloes. The same qualitative effect
is obtained at the high-mass end by varying the efficiency of SN
feedback with the local gas density (WDENS). On the other hand,
at the low-mass end the SN feedback is less efficient at suppress-
ing the star formation, increasing the amount of mass in stars with
respect to the REF model.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3 we show the relative differ-
ence in the dark matter mass inside Rdmonly200 with respect to the
DMONLY simulation due to baryon physics (notice the change in
scale on the plot). At the low-mass end the effect of the overcool-
ing and the consequent adiabatic contraction of the DM haloes is
clearly visible for the simulation without SN feedback. When SN
feedback is introduced, the removal of gas expands the DM mass
distribution, reducing the amount of DM mass that is present in the
haloes. At the high-mass end gravity again becomes dominant and
the adiabatic contraction of the DM distribution can only be offset
by introducing AGN feedback. However, even AGN feedback can-
not prevent some slight contraction of the dark matter component
on the scale of R200 for the most massive haloes (clusters).
3.3 Baryon fractions
In Sec. 3.1 we argued that the relative change in the total halo
mass due to baryon physics is produced mainly by the ejection of
baryons from the haloes, at least for models with efficient feed-
back. The maximum magnitude of the effect is similar to the uni-
versal baryon fraction, which might naively suggest that most of
the baryons have been ejected from the haloes. Here we examine
the baryon and gas mass fractions of haloes in the different simu-
lations.
In Fig. 4 we show the mass fraction in gas (top panel) and
gas+stars (bottom panel) inside Rdmonly200 radius corresponding to
R200 of the same halo in the DMONLY simulation. We show the
results for the REF simulation (green lines) and the AGN simula-
tions (cyan and red lines). The continuous black line represents the
universal baryon fraction for the WMAP7 cosmology. It is clear
that the amount of gas in the haloes is always less in the AGN
simulations, with a minimum value that is ≈ 15% of the universal
baryon fraction. Interestingly, for the highest mass bin in these sim-
ulations REF and the AGN have nearly the same gas mass but for
very different reasons: in the REF simulation the gas is removed
because it has been locked up in stars, while in the AGN simula-
tions feedback from supermassive black holes expels much of the
gas that would otherwise have been turned into stars.
Adding the stars to the gas we obtain the baryon fraction
(bottom panel) and in this case the difference between the REF
and the AGN models is striking. The REF simulation produces
haloes with baryon fractions close to the universal mean all the
Figure 4. The gas fraction (top panel) and baryon fraction (bottom panel)
inside a sphere with a radius corresponding to the R200 of the halo in the
DMONLY simulation. The results are for the REF simulation (green lines)
and the AGN simulations (cyan and red line). The continuous black line
represent the universal baryon fraction for the WMAP7 cosmology.
way down to low halo masses Mdmonly200 ∼ 1012.5 h−1M⊙, in
strong disagreement with observations of groups and clusters (e.g.,
Budzynski et al. 2014). The baryon fraction trend in the AGN sim-
ulations, by contrast, is very similar to that of the gas fraction, lead-
ing to a much better agreement with the observations, as shown by
Le Brun et al. (2014).
From the above we see that even in the AGN models the
haloes are not devoid of baryons. This raises the question of how
the total masses can be altered by up to ≈ 20% (for haloes with
Mdmonly200 . 10
13.5 h−1M⊙). The explanation is simply that the
ejection of a large fraction of the gas expands the dark matter as
well, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. It is the combination
of gas ejection and dark matter expansion that causes a total mass
change that is comparable to (slightly larger than) the universal
baryon fraction.
It is important to compare our results for the simulated gas
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Figure 5. The gas mass fraction within r500,hse as a function ofM500,hse
at z = 0. The filled black circles (clusters), right-facing triangles (clusters),
downward triangles (clusters), hourglass (clusters) and diamonds (groups)
represent the observational data of Pratt et al. (2009), Vikhlinin et al.
(2006), Lin et al. (2012), Maughan et al. (2008) and Sun et al. (2009),
respectively. The coloured solid curves represent the median gas mass
fraction–M500,hse relations in bins of M500,hse for the different simu-
lations. The observed trend is approximately bracketed by the AGN 8.0
and the AGN 8.5 models for a WMAP7 cosmology.
fraction with observations. Hence, in Fig. 5, we plot the gas mass
fraction–M500,hse relation at z = 0 for the various simulations
and compare to observations of individual X-ray-selected systems.
The gas mass fraction is measured within r500,hse. For the sim-
ulations, we use the results from the synthetic X-ray analysis of
Le Brun et al. (2014) to ‘measure’ the halo mass and gas mass
fraction of the simulated systems, thus the ’hse’ subscript in the
masses indicates that they have been derived by a synthetic hy-
drostatic X-ray analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the observed
trend is approximately bracketed by AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5, at
least up to masses of 1014.7 h−1M⊙ in the WMAP7 cosmology
(see Le Brun et al. 2014 for discussion). The REF model, which
neglects AGN feedback, also yields reasonable gas mass fractions
but they are achieved by overly efficient star formation as already
shown in Fig. 4. Note that for M500,hse < 1013.5 M⊙the observa-
tional samples are likely biased. We note also that the scatter about
the median gas fraction trends (not shown here) is comparable to
that in the observed relation (see Le Brun et al. 2014 for further
discussion).
3.4 Enclosed mass profiles
In this section we explore the variation of the total cumulative mass
profile for haloes in different mass bins. This is instructive for ex-
plaining the trends in the previous plots. The reader who is inter-
ested only in the net effect on the halo mass function, may wish to
skip to the next section.
For this analysis we use mass bins of size δlog10Mdmonly200 =
0.25, again selecting haloes by their mass in the DMONLY sim-
ulation. For each simulation we take all the haloes in the mass
bin and produce a median stacked total enclosed mass profile over
the radial range −2.5 6 log10(Rmin/Rdmonly200 ) 6 1.0. We use
47 bins over this radial range but plot only those bins which ex-
ceed the softening length of the simulation (below three soften-
ing lengths we use dotted lines). The results are shown in Fig. 6.
(Note that the variation of the mass enclosed at the radius equal to
Rdmonly200 is what is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2 for a given
mass bin.) The dot-dashed, short-dashed, and long-dashed verti-
cal lines represent the median values of Rdmonly2500 , R
dmonly
500 , and
Rdmonly200 , respectively. Three different mass bins are shown for the
100 h−1Mpc simulation box, and the last panel (bottom right) is
taken from the 400 h−1Mpc simulation.
In the top left panel, we show the first mass bin, 1011.50 <
Mdmonly200 /[ h
−1M⊙] < 10
11.75
. In this mass range it is clearly
visible that in the inner regions (the central∼ 10% ofRdmonly200 ) the
baryonic component dominates in all the simulations. However, at
larger radii (R & Rdmonly2500 ) the mass enclosed becomes less than
that in the case of DMONLY for simulations which include SN
feedback (AGN, REF, WDENS, NOZCOOL). Remarkably, at this
mass scale convergence to the DMONLY result only occurs at very
large radii of R & 5Rdmonly200 .
In the top right panel we consider the mass range 1012.50 <
Mdmonly200 /[ h
−1M⊙] < 10
12.75
. The trends are qualitatively sim-
ilar to those in the top left panel, except that there is a much larger
spread in the predictions of the models at small radii, due to the
ineffectivness of SN feedback and the increasing importance of
AGN feedback at these high masses. Furthermore, models with no
feedback or SN feedback alone converge to the DMONLY result at
smaller radii (R ∼ 1−2Rdmonly200 ) than models which also include
AGN feedback (R & 5Rdmonly200 ), as qualitatively expected.
The two bottom panels consider higher halo masses still:
1013.50 < Mdmonly200 /[ h
−1M⊙] < 10
13.75 (bottom left) and
1014.50 < Mdmonly200 /[h
−1M⊙] < 10
14.75 (bottom right). Con-
tinuing the trends discussed above, the differences between the
models are largest at small radii due to excessive overcooling in
models without AGN feedback compared to those with it. Note
that even in massive galaxy clusters AGN feedback can noticeably
alter the total mass distribution all the way out to ∼ Rdmonly500 .
We point out that the large-radii variation with respect to the
DMONLY simulation (due to SN feedback at low masses and
AGN feedback at high masses) does not necessarily mean that
the baryons are ejected out to several times the virial radius, since
much of the mass surrounding a given halo is in infalling galaxies
which are also driving outflows and influencing their local envi-
ronments.
3.5 Evolution with redshift
For completeness we explore the evolution of these trends with
redshift, which is important since it is the evolution of the HMF
that is the focus of upcoming cosmological studies. In particular,
in Fig. 7 we compare the effects of SN and AGN feedback on the
total mass of haloes at two different redshifts (z = 0, 1) using
the three cosmo-OWLS simulations performed using a WMAP7
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Figure 6. Median stacked profiles of the total enclosed mass as a function of radius in units of Rdmonly200 . Each panel shows a different mass interval in
M
dmonly
200 . The long dashed vertical lines represent R
dmonly
200 the radius of the halo in the DMONLY simulation, the dashed vertical lines represent the
R
dmonly
500 , and the dashed-dotted lines represent the R
dmonly
2500 . In the bottom part of every panel we show the relative difference between the curves of the
simulations with baryons and the DMONLY simulations. 2-sigma errors from bootstrapping are shown for the AGN model. Every curve is dotted below three
softening lengths and stopped at the softening length.
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Figure 7. Evolution with redshift of the relative difference in M200 mass
between simulations with baryon physics and DMONLY. The results for
redshift zero are represented by continuous lines, while the results for red-
shift one by long dashed lines.
cosmology. We show only these cases since they are representative
of the evolution of the mass difference for all other simulations.
In all the simulations it is clear that the absolute difference
in the mass of haloes increases with time. This is expected, since
haloes are denser with increasing redshift and the the binding en-
ergy of a halo of fixed spherical overdensity mass therefore in-
creases within increasing redshift. Thus, more energy is required to
alter the mass distribution of haloes (at fixed mass) at early times.
Overall, however, the difference in the trends between z = 0 and
z = 1 for a given model is relatively minor.
We do not explore the difference in the relation for z > 1
since our box is too small to provide a statistical sample of high-
mass haloes at higher redshift.
3.6 Effect of cosmology
We now test the sensitivity of our results to changes in the cosmo-
logical parameter values adopted in the simulations.
In Fig. 8 we show the relative difference in halo mass due to
baryonic effects using the AGN 8.0 model in a WMAP7 cosmol-
ogy (cyan line) and compare it with the same model in WMAP3
cosmology (blue line). The two simulations were run with the same
resolution and with the same box size (100 h−1Mpc). The two
lines are fully consistent with each other.4 The same test is pre-
sented for the REF simulations where the green line is the WMAP7
4 The WMAP7 simulation line extends to slightly higher masses due to
the larger value of σ8 which yields a slightly larger number of high-mass
haloes.
Figure 8. Comparison of the effect of baryons on the mass of haloes for
simulations with different cosmological parameters. The cyan curve shows
the AGN 8.0 simulation in 100 h−1Mpc box and using a WMAP3 cos-
mology. The blue line shows the same simulation done with the same box
size but with a WMAP7 cosmology. For the REF simulations the green
lines represents the WMAP7 variation and the light green the WMAP3 ver-
sion. It is clear that the changes in the cosmological parameters between the
WMAP3 and WMAP7 cosmologies do not lead to a significant change in
the relative difference in halo mass. The light cyan band represent the area
between the upper 84th and the lower 16th percentile for the AGN 8.0 W7
model.
version and the light green represents the WMAP3 realization. The
convergence is excellent for both the total mass and the total mass
enclosed in Rdmonly200 in this case. (The slight difference between
the two is plausibly due to the increased universal baryon frac-
tion in the WMAP7 cosmology, which leads to slightly more gas
cooling and slightly less efficient SN feedback.) We also show the
upper 84th and the lower 16th percentile around the median for
the AGN 8.0 W7 model that is also representative for the scatter of
the other simulations (for a more detailed description of the scatter
see Sec. 4).
We conclude that the analysis done on the variation of the
mass of the halo due to baryon physics is largely independent of
small variations in the input cosmological parameter values used.
4 ANALYTIC FITTING FORMULA FOR THE CHANGE
IN HALO MASS
Combining the results obtained from the simulations in the
100 h−1Mpc box and the larger 400 h−1Mpc box, we are able
to provide a fitting function that reproduces the median change in
the mass of haloes due to baryon physics over four orders of mag-
nitude in mass. We adopt the following functional form:
log10
(
M∆
Mdmonly∆
)
= A+
B
1 + exp
(
−
log10(M
dmonly
∆
)+C
D
) , (1)
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This equation reaches the constant value A + B (A) in the high-
mass limit and the constant value A (A+B) in the low mass limit
when the parameter D > 0 (D < 0).
We also provide a linear fitting function for the standard de-
viation of the change in halo mass at a given mass. The scatter is
Gaussian when the logarithm of the difference is considered and is
well approximated by the following fitting function:
σ(log10(M
dmonly
∆ )) = E + F log10(M
dmonly
∆ ) (2)
The scatter is always a decreasing function of mass. While the scat-
ter is physical in origin, it is not strongly correlated with basic
properties of the haloes like concentration. We leave an examina-
tion of the origin of the scatter for future work.
When fitting Eqs. 1 and 2, we assign an error to each mass bin
that is equal to the standard deviation of the distribution obtained
from 1000 bootstrapped re-samplings.
For the REF model we make use of three different simu-
lations: a high resolution 50 h−1Mpc version done using the
WMAP3 cosmology that enables us to push the resolution limit
down toMdmonly200 / = 1010.5 h−1M⊙, the standard 100 h−1Mpc
WMAP7 version and the 400 h−1Mpc box, also WMAP7, for the
high-mass bins where the number of haloes in the smaller box falls
below 50. For the two simulations with AGN feedback the high-
resolution version is not available, so we only combine the 100 and
the 400 h−1Mpc box both run with a WMAP7 cosmology.
In Table 2 we report the parameters of the fitting func-
tion (Eq. 1) and the scatter (Eq. 2), for different masses
(M200, M500) and for the REF and the two AGN simula-
tions. For other masses and redshifts the complete list of fit-
ting parameters as well as the mean relations are available at
http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/MV14/.
We stress that this function is not meant to be extrapolated
to masses lower than the mass resolution presented in this work,
especially for the two simulations with AGN feedback. In fact, it
is clear from the resolution tests that the relative difference in mass
continues to increase in amplitude when the lowest mass regime is
explored using simulations with higher resolution (Appendix A1).
At the high-mass end the fitting parameters suggest that there is a
constant offset value in the relative change in mass. However, we
expect that the difference in mass converges towards no difference
when the halo mass becomes sufficiently large. With this in mind,
we also provide fitting functions that are constrained to asymptote
to zero at high masses (given by the zero asint tag in Table 2).
In Fig. 9 we show the fitting function (constrained to asymp-
tote to zero at high masses) for the differences in M500 when the
feedback processes are included. For the 100 h−1Mpc simulation
the unresolved regime is represented by a gray shaded region. It is
clear that the fitting functions reproduce the trend of the simula-
tions well. Moreover, it is clearly visible that for the REF simu-
lation the relative change in mass increases in amplitude towards
the low-mass end when the simulation with higher resolution is
used for the fitting. This result is in agreement with the work of
Sawala et al. (2013) at the dwarf mass scale.
Sim z Mass A (E) B (F) C D
AGN 8.0 0 M200 -0.1080 0.1100 -13.5861 0.2920
zero asint 0 M200 -0.1077 0.1077 -13.5715 0.2786
σ200 0.1294 -0.0082
AGN 8.0 0 M500 -0.1141 0.1232 -13.6581 0.3114
zero asint 0 M500 -0.1133 0.1133 -13.5947 0.2678
σ500 0.1166 -0.0069
AGN 8.5 0 M200 -0.0038 -0.1069 -14.0424 -0.3398
zero asint 0 M200 -0.1109 0.1109 -14.0745 0.3579
σ200 0.1104 -0.0064
AGN 8.5 0 M500 -0.0035 -0.1151 -14.0871 -0.3333
zero asint 0 M500 -0.1187 0.1187 -14.1132 0.3461
σ500 0.1073 -0.0060
REF 0 M200 -0.1385 0.1412 -11.9307 0.3423
zero asint 0 M200 -0.1367 0.1367 -11.9234 0.3148
σ200 0.1024 -0.0065
REF 0 M500 -0.1415 0.1517 -11.7863 0.2791
zero asint 0 M500 -0.1366 0.1366 -11.7623 0.2135
σ500 0.0910 -0.0053
Table 2. Fitting function parameters of Eq. 1 and for the scatter in Eq. 2,
for different simulations and different masses Mcrit∆ . The tag zero asint
gives the fitting function constrained to asymptote to zero at high masses
Figure 9. Fitting function, constrained to asymptote to zero at high masses
for the differences in Mmean500 due to baryonic processes. The error bars
show the 2− σ bootstrapped confidence interval. The lines show the best-
fitting model using the function in Eq. 1. The shaded region shows the
resolution limit for the 100 h−1Mpc box, for the REF simulations the
points below the resolution limit are taken from a high resolution version
of the REF simulation. The error bars in the top half of the plot indicate the
residuals between the fit and the points, shifted up by 0.1 for clarity.
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Figure 10. Relative difference in the HMF from simulations with baryons
with respect to the DMONLY simulation. For the models for which the
400 h−1Mpc version is available we switch to the bigger box when the
number of haloes per bin in the smaller box falls below 50. The dotted
lines show the HMF computed by correcting the mass of every halo in
the DMONLY simulation for the effects of baryon physics, using the fit-
ting function provided in Sec. 4. By applying this mass correction to the
DMONLY haloes, we are able to reproduce the general trend of the change
in HMF from simulations that explicitly include baryon physics.
5 EFFECTS OF BARYONS ON THE HALO MASS
FUNCTION
The halo mass function (HMF) gives the average number of haloes
in a given mass range per unit volume. Usually the HMF is defined
as:
f ≡
dn
d(log10M)
, (3)
where n is the number density of haloes and M is the mass of
haloes.
To calculate this function, we use the total halo mass Mmean500
enclosed within the radius Rmean500 , defined as the radius within
which the mean internal density reaches a value of 500 × ρmean,
where ρmean is the mean density of the Universe at that time.
We switch to using spherical overdensity masses defined with re-
spect to the mean density as opposed to the critical density, since
the former is more commonly used in mass function work (e.g.,
Tinker et al. 2008). Note that Mmean500 ≈ 1.5Mcrit500 .
In Fig. 10, we show the relative difference between the
HMF from the simulations with baryons and the HMF obtained
from the simulation with only gravitationally interacting particles
(DMONLY). The general trends in the relative difference in the
HMFs are very similar to those in the relative change in mass (see
Fig. 2). This suggests that the major role in altering the HMF is
played by the change in the masses of haloes rather than by a
change in the abundance of haloes. We also tested that the baryon
physics does not change the abundance of haloes and found that the
number of haloes that are matched between the simulations varies
by less than one percent in every mass bin among the different
simulations.
We now test our ability to reconstruct the HMF of the simu-
lations with baryon physics by starting from the DMONLY sim-
ulations and applying the change in halo mass. We first apply the
mass change fitting functions presented in Section 4 to every halo
in the DMONLY simulation and then recompute the HMFs assum-
ing that the scatter in the mass change does not play an important
role. We use the fitting functions that are constrained to asymptote
to zero for high masses, since even a small constant change in halo
mass at very high masses can produce a non-converging result in
the HMF due to its steepness at the high-mass end.
The results are shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 10. It is im-
mediately apparent that the dotted lines reproduce the general trend
of the change in the HMF correctly. The main difference with the
HMF of the REF simulation at the high-mass end is due to adopt-
ing the fitting function that goes to zero for higher masses when
it is clear that in the REF simulation there is a constant positive
offset in the halo masses with respect to the DMONLY case. Both
the AGN cases are reproduced quite well by this change in mass,
especially at high masses.
Thus, the change in the mass of haloes is responsible for the
differences in the HMFs introduced by baryon physics, and we
have shown by applying the fitting function for the change in halo
masses, we are able to reproduce the HMFs of simulations with
baryons starting from a simulation with only dark matter. Below
we will apply the change in mass due to baryon physics to a generic
HMF fitting formula obtained from N-body simulations that can be
applied to different cosmologies.
5.1 Analytic fitting formula for the halo mass function
Assuming that the change in the total halo mass is insensitive to
small changes in the cosmological parameters, as the analysis in
Sec. 3.6 suggests, we can apply the mass correction (Eq. 1) to a
theoretical prescription for the HMF.
We use the formalism of Tinker et al. (2008) for the theoret-
ical mass function. In order to obtain the linear variance over a
certain mass scale, σ(M), we assume a linear power spectrum, we
apply the transfer function as presented in Eisenstein & Hu (1998)
and we assume a top-hat window function in real space. We use
the fitting parameters, calibrated using DM-only simulations, for
the normalized version of the fitting function g(σ) as presented
in the appendix of Tinker et al. (2008) and used in Tinker et al.
(2010). Here we just summarize the equations for calculating the
halo mass function:
dn
dM
= g(σ)
ρ¯m
M
d ln σ−1
dM
. (4)
Here, the function g(σ) is expected to be universal to the changes
in redshift and cosmology and is parametrised as
g(σ) = B
[(σ
e
)−d
+ σ−f
]
e−g/σ
2 (5)
and normalized as follows:
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∫
g(σ)d lnσ−1 = 1. (6)
The expression for σ is
σ2 =
1
2π
∫
P (k)Wˆ 2(kR)k2dk, (7)
where P (k) is the linear matter power spectrum as a function of
wavenumber k, and Wˆ is the Fourier transform of the real-space
top-hat window function of radius R.
Since the scatter (in the mass change due to baryons) does not
play a major role in shaping the HMF, we apply only the median
change in mass relation presented in Sec. 4 in order to get the HMF
with the effects of AGN feedback included, according to:
dn
dM
(Magn∆ ) =
(
dn
dM
)dmonly
(Mdmonly∆ (M
agn
∆ )). (8)
Moreover, we can fit the relative difference in the halo mass
function using the functional form already used in the previous
section, providing in this way an easy to use correction function.
The fitting function becomes:
log10
(
fagn
fdmonly
)
= A+
B
1 + exp
(
−
log10(M
dmonly
∆
)+C
D
) , (9)
where f is defined in Eq. 3. The parameters of the fitting function
in Eq. 9 are presented in Table 3.
As an example, we show in Fig. 11 the z = 0 HMF
for Mmean200 (continuous line) and Mmean500 (dash-dotted line). The
black lines correspond to the uncorrected DMONLY HMF us-
ing the fitting formula from Tinker et al. (2008) with Planck
best-fitting cosmological parameters (Planck+WP+highL+BAO;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). The cyan lines show the mass-
corrected HMF according to the results from one AGN simulation
(AGN 8.0), using the fitting functions that are asymptote to zero at
high masses. In the bottom panel we show the relative difference
between the curves also, adding in red the results from the AGN
simulation with a higher heating temperature (AGN 8.5).
In Fig. 12 we show the relative difference in the halo mass
function for two different redshifts. Interestingly, the relative dif-
ference in the HMF at z = 1 is larger than at z = 0, a trend that
is opposite with respect to the trend in the relative mass change
(see Fig. 7). This is due to the rapid evolution of the HMF between
these two redshifts. The HMF at z = 1 is steeper than it is at z = 0
and, even though the relative change in halo mass is smaller, this
results in a larger change in the HMF at z = 1.
5.2 Implications for cluster number counts
As discussed in Section 1, the number density of high-mass haloes
and its evolution with redshift are sensitive to a number of fun-
damental cosmological parameters that control the growth rate of
structure. There are numerous ongoing and planned surveys whose
main aim is to constrain these parameters by counting the number
Figure 11. In the top panel the black lines show the halo mass function
computed using the fitting formula from Tinker et al. (2008) fot Planck cos-
mological parameters (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013). The cyan curves
show the Tinker HMF but corrected for the change in mass calibrated on
the AGN 8.0 simulations. In the bottom panel we show the relative differ-
ence with respect to the uncorrected Tinker HMF, and we also add the rel-
ative change when AGN 8.5 is used (red). The different lines are: Mmean200
(continuous line) and Mmean500 (dash-dotted line).
of high-mass systems on the sky. As we have shown, however, the
mass function is also sensitive to the (subgrid) physics of galaxy
formation. Here we propagate these effects to show the impact on
the predicted number of massive haloes.
We define a cluster to have a mass of Mmean500 >
1014 h−1M⊙ and compute the number of haloes above this mass
limit at a given time for a comoving volume element.
More specifically, we calculate the function:
N (z) =
dV
dz
∫ M2
M1
n(M, z)dM, (10)
where n(M, z) represents the HMF and dV/dz is the comoving
volume element, which in a flat universe takes the form:
dV
dz
= 4πr2(z)
dr
dz
(z), (11)
with r(z) denoting the comoving radial distance out to redshift z:
r(z) =
c
H0
∫ z
0
dz′
E(z′)
. (12)
We account for the effect of baryon physics by using the HMF
modified to include the change in the mass of haloes as described in
the previous section. We examine only the AGN models since we
know that SN feedback alone is insufficient to change the masses
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Figure 12. Relative differences of the halo mass function when the correc-
tion for the change in mass is applied. In the top panel are shown the results
forMmean200 at redshifts z = 0 (continuous line) and at z = 1 (dashed line).
Results in the bottom panel refer to Mmean500 .
Sim z Mass A B C D
REF 0 Mmean200 -0.1155 0.1155 -12.0603 0.4230
REF 0 Mmean500 -0.1203 0.1203 -11.9864 0.3487
AGN 8.0 0 Mmean200 -0.0872 0.0872 -13.6339 0.3509
AGN 8.0 0 Mmean500 -0.0942 0.0942 -13.7063 0.2717
AGN 8.5 0 Mmean200 -0.0881 0.0881 -14.4100 0.4280
AGN 8.5 0 Mmean500 -0.0976 0.0976 -14.4808 0.3795
REF 1 Mmean200 -0.1232 0.1232 -11.7513 0.3970
REF 1 Mmean500 -0.1174 0.1174 -11.5540 0.1876
AGN 8.0 1 Mmean200 -0.0903 0.0903 -13.8505 0.2978
AGN 8.0 1 Mmean500 -0.0993 0.0993 -14.0034 0.2979
AGN 8.5 1 Mmean200 -0.0995 0.0995 -14.7619 0.3603
AGN 8.5 1 Mmean500 -0.1149 0.1149 -14.9524 0.3177
Table 3. Fitting formula parameters of Eq. 9 calculated using the Planck
cosmology, for different simulations and different mass definitions.
of haloes in this mass range (and also leads to significant overcool-
ing in disagreement with observations). For every redshift we inte-
grate the halo mass function at that redshift corrected by the effect
on the total mass at redshift zero, in this way we assume that the
relative change in mass does not vary with redshift.A more consis-
tent way would be to interpolate the parameters of the available fit-
ting functions for every given redshift where we calculate the num-
ber counts. Since the difference in the fitting functions at the three
redshifts for which we compute them, z=0, 0.5, 1, are small, and
because we have many more haloes at z=0 than at higher redshift,
we assume that the change in mass does not vary with redshift.
Moreover, we neglect issues having to do with survey complete-
ness and selection effects that can alter the cluster number counts.
These issues clearly need to be properly addressed when compar-
ing to a specific survey.
In Fig. 13 we show the comoving number density of haloes
more massive than Mmean500 = 1014 h−1M⊙ as a function of red-
shift for the WMAP7 (dashed black line) and the Planck cosmol-
ogy (continuous black line) predicted by Tinker et al. (2008), i.e.
for a DM only universe. We also show the effect of using the HMF
corrected for the change in mass of the haloes calibrated on the
AGN 8.0 (continuous cyan line) and AGN 8.5 (continuous red
line) simulations. Here we see that the inclusion of baryon physics
(AGN feedback in particular) can lead to an effect that is of the
same order as a change between the best-fit WMAP7 and Planck
cosmologies. Thus, for precision cosmological work it is clear that
the effects of baryon physics on the HMF must be modelled.
Finally, we tested what the effect is of assuming that the
change in mass does not vary with redshift by adding in Fig. 13
two points, one for each model, that indicate the cluster number
count at z = 1 using the mass correction predicted by the simula-
tions for the same redshift. The difference between the points and
the lines represents the error introduced by assuming a change in
the mass relation that does not vary with redshift. This difference
is indeed very small, thus validating our initial assumption. It is
important to note that the fitting function at z = 0 was based on
982 haloes with masses Mmean500 > 1014 h−1M⊙ for the AGN 8.0
simulation (862 for the AGN 8.5), while for the fitting function at
z=1 only 43 haloes are considered for the same mass range. This
means that the fitting function at z=0 is better constrained than the
fitting function at z = 1.
It is important to note, however, that the magnitude of the ef-
fect is quite sensitive to the mass limit used to define a cluster. Here
we have adopted a mass limit ofMmean500 = 1014 h−1M⊙, which is
roughly comparable to that of surveys such as XMM-XXL, XCS,
and GAMA. Surveys such as REFLEX II and Planck, which have
mass limits that are a factor of several higher than this, will be
considerably less sensitive to the effects of baryons on the HMF.
When a higher mass limit of Mmean500 = 1015 h−1M⊙ is used, cor-
recting the masses of the cluster according to the results for AGN
8.5 reduces the cluster counts only by 10% at z = 1 (1% for AGN
8.0). Instead, for the same mass limit and redshift, the change in
the cosmological parameters from Planck to WMAP7 has a much
bigger impact, reducing the cluster counts by 50%. Note however
that we only have 6 haloes with masses Mmean500 > 1015 h−1M⊙
at z=0 for AGN 8.5 (7 for AGN 8.0) to constrain the behaviour, in
the high-mass regime, of the fitting function that we apply to derive
the corrected cluster number counts. Because of the poor statistics
for very high mass haloes in our simulation box the results for this
higher mass limit are less robust than the correction to the clus-
ter number counts with a limit mass of Mmean500 = 1014 h−1M⊙.
Nonetheless, this result suggests that the impact of baryons on the
cluster number counts becomes less severe when a higher mass
limit is adopted.
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Figure 13. The comoving number density of haloes more massive than
Mmean500 = 10
14 h−1M⊙ as a function of redshift for the WMAP7
(dashed black line) and the Planck cosmology (continuous black line) pre-
dicted by Tinker et al. (2008), i.e. for a DM only universe. We also show
the effect of using the HMF corrected for the change in mass of the haloes
calibrated on the AGN 8.0 simulation (continuous cyan line) and for AGN
8.5 simulation (continuous red line). For this analysis we assume that the
relative change in mass does not vary with redshift. In the bottom panel
we show the relative difference of the functions with respect to the Planck
DMONLY case. The two crosses at z = 1 represent the values obtained by
applying the change in mass fitting function at the same redshift. It is clear
from this figure that the effect on the masses of the haloes due to baryon
physics can produce a difference of the same order as the one produced by
interesting variations of the cosmological parameters.
6 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES
There have been several recent works examining the inclusion of
baryons on the HMF. In this section we compare our findings to
those of previous studies.
Cui et al. (2012) explored the HMF in simulations with radia-
tive cooling, star formation, and supernova feedback but no AGN
feedback5 . For massive haloes, they concluded that the HMF is
affected at only the few per cent level. This is generally consis-
tent with the results of our REF model, which has same physics
but with somewhat different subgrid parametrisations. However, as
shown by many previous authors, models that neglect AGN feed-
back lead to a significant overcooling problem at high masses re-
sulting in groups and clusters with unrealistic properties.
5 In the final stages of preparing this paper, Cui, Borgani & Murante
(2014) posted a paper to the arXiv exploring the effects of AGN feedback
on the HMF. Consistent with our results, they find a shift of ≈ −20%
compared to a DM only simulation.
Balaguera-Antolı´nez & Porciani (2013) study the effect of
baryon physics on the HMF by combining the HMF from dark
matter only simulations with the observed trend in baryon fraction
with halo mass of local groups and clusters. They obtain a (nega-
tive) difference in the cluster mass function of 10-15%, depending
on which observational data set they use. This is similar to what we
find in our AGN models, which we have shown to reproduce the
observations (see Fig. 5 and Le Brun et al. (2014)). An important
caveat of this simple method is that by relying on observations this
limits the applicability of this method to relatively low redshifts,
where the baryon fractions of clusters can be reasonably well mea-
sured. However, even at low redshifts care must be taken to assess
the importance of selection effects and mass estimation biases (see
Le Brun et al. 2014 for further discussion).
Martizzi et al. (2014) use and extend the formalism in
Balaguera-Antolı´nez & Porciani (2013) by allowing for the asso-
ciated expansion/contraction of the dark matter component. They
calibrate their models using a sample of 51 zoom simulations of
clusters, as opposed to using observed baryon fractions. Surpris-
ingly, they find that even with the inclusion of AGN feedback the
obtained baryon fraction is very close to universal, in contradiction
with recent observations. The net effect is that they obtain a small
(5%) positive variation in the HMF for the runs with AGN feed-
back, in stark contrast with our results. We hypothesise that if their
simulations had simultaneously matched the stellar and gas mass
fractions of observed groups and clusters, they would have found
a similar negative offset in the HMF.
Cusworth et al. (2014) (see also Stanek, Rudd & Evrard
2009) use the Millennium Gas simulations, which include a run
with ‘pre-heating’ and cooling (PC) as well as a hybrid simulation
(FO, for feedback only) that combines a semi-analytic model of
galaxy formation (with AGN feedback) with a non-radiative cos-
mological hydrodynamical simulation. Note that both models have
been tuned to some degree to match the properties of local groups
and clusters. Both result in a shift in the local HMF of around -
15%, comparable to what we find in our self-consistent AGN mod-
els. Given the relatively large differences in the subgrid implemen-
tations of the PC and FO models and our own AGN models, it is
plausible that there will be much larger differences in the predic-
tions at higher redshifts.
Thus far we have focused on the high-mass end and the im-
plications for cluster number counts. At the low-mass end we com-
pare our results with the work of Sawala et al. (2013). We find
good agreement when we use the high-resolution version of the
REF simulation in order to be able to resolve smaller haloes. As
already mentioned, our findings suggest an increase in the relative
change in mass towards smaller halo masses, although our work
suggests a slightly smaller effect due to the fact that the GIMIC sim-
ulation used in Sawala et al. (2013) has somewhat more efficient
SN feedback (leading to haloes with slightly lower-than-observed
stellar mass fractions; see McCarthy et al. 2012).
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have explored the effects of the introduction
of important baryon physics associated with galaxy formation
on the total mass of haloes, the mass profile up to large radii
(10Rdmonly200 ) and the halo mass function (HMF). In order to isolate
the effects of baryon physics, we used several simulations from
the OWLS project with identical initial conditions, box size and
resolution, starting from only gravitationally interacting particles
(DMONLY). On top of that we added gas hydrodynamics, star for-
mation and primordial cooling in the NOSN NOZCOOL simula-
tion, an implementation of kinetic SN feedback in the NOZCOOL
simulation, introduction of metal-line cooling in the REF simula-
tion and finally the seeding and growth of black holes and AGN
feedback in the AGN 8.0 and AGN 8.5 simulations. We also ex-
plored a different prescription for SN feedback in which the mass
loading and the wind velocity depend on the local star-forming
gas density in the WDENS simulation. By comparing the results
of different simulations, we were able to isolate the importance of
different galaxy formation physics on the HMF.
An important aspect of this work was to compare exactly the
same set of haloes when different physical processes are intro-
duced in order to isolate the effects of baryons without introducing
a bias. We therefore applied a halo finding and matching algorithm
that takes advantage of the fact that the dark matter particles have
unique IDs and the simulations all used identical initial conditions.
Using the matched haloes, we compared the relative differ-
ence in the total mass of haloes between the DMONLY and the
baryonic simulations. Our results span nearly four orders of mag-
nitude in halo mass, 1011.5 < Mcrit200 /[h−1M⊙] < 1015.2. We
found that at the low-mass end, SN feedback produces haloes that
are 20% less massive, at z = 0, with respect to their DMONLY
counterparts, due to the ejection of baryons from the haloes as
well as some expansion of the dark matter itself. This difference
decreases with increasing halo mass, as the escape velocity gradu-
ally becomes too high for the gas to escape, reaching no difference
for masses Mcrit200 > 1012.5 h−1M⊙.The mass range over which
SN feedback can alter the HMF can be extended somewhat if the
wind velocity increases with local gas density (as in WDENS).
However, only AGN feedback can produce a substantial alteration
of the HMF of galaxy groups and clusters with halo masses up to
Mcrit200 = 10
14.8 h−1M⊙.
A direct effect of the change in the total mass of the haloes
is the modification of the HMF. Similarly to the total mass vari-
ation, we found that supernova feedback is particularly impor-
tant in shaping the HMF in the mass range 1011.5 < Mcrit200 <
1012.5 h−1M⊙, with a decrease of 20% with respect to the DM-
only simulation. Including only stellar feedback does not pro-
duce a significant effect for haloes more massive than Mcrit200 =
1013 h−1M⊙. In the higher mass range, AGN feedback can induce
a similar 20% decrease with respect to the DM-only scenario.
Baryon physics is able to significantly change the total
mass profiles of haloes out to several times the virial radius.
This means that also the environment in which the haloes re-
side has significantly different properties with respect to the
simulations with only gravitationally interacting particles. This
effect could be very important for gravitational lensing mea-
surements, which are sensitive to the mass profile of haloes
(e.g. Mead et al. 2010; Semboloni et al. 2011; Killedar et al. 2012;
van Daalen et al. 2014).
We have provided a set of analytic functions that can be used
to correct the masses of DMONLY simulated haloes for the pres-
ence of baryons (for several mass definitions). We have shown
that the change in mass of the haloes due to baryon physics does
not depend on small changes in the values of the cosmological
parameters. We also used the analytic fitting formulas to correct
the Tinker et al. universal HMF for the effects of baryons. In this
way we are able to predict the abundance of haloes in different
cosmologies. In particular, we showed that the shift in the HMF
is about 20%, which has important implication for cluster num-
ber counts (e.g., the effect of baryon physics is of the same or-
der as switching the cosmological parameters between WMAP7
and Planck). To help alleviate this problem, we advocate using
only the highest-mass clusters for number counts test, for exam-
ple Mmean500 > 1015 h−1M⊙, where the effect of baryon physics
on the mass of the haloes is far less pronounced.
In conclusion we have shown that the masses of haloes
inferred from DM-only simulations are not reliable, and when
baryon physics is included this can lead to a difference up to 20%
in the mass of the halo and a similar shift in the HMF. The mag-
nitude of the effect far exceeds the percentage precision require-
ment on the HMF (Wu, Zentner & Wechsler 2010) for future sur-
veys that aim to constrain the dark energy equation of state, such
as XMM-XXL, eROSITA, Planck, DES, Euclid and LSST. Thus,
it is beyond question that baryons must be properly modelled for
future precision cosmological studies, as well as for any other the-
oretical studies that require halo masses to be known with better
than ∼ 20% accuracy.
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APPENDIX A: RESOLUTION TEST
In this section we perform resolution tests for the analysis done
in Sec. 3.1. In Fig. A1 we repeat the same analysis performed on
the standard resolution (REF green lines) using eight times better
mass resolution (REF L050N512) and eight times worse mass res-
olution with a larger box size (REF L400N1024). We do not have
the higher resolution version of the AGN models (blue lines), but
we argue that at the low-mass end the behaviour is similar to the
REF model since the AGN feedback is not efficient for those low-
mass haloes. Instead, we show the effect of a low-resolution ver-
sion (AGN L400N1024). The high-resolution run and the standard
run agree reasonably well for massesMdmonly200 > 1011.5 h−1M⊙,
and this is the reason we choose this mass as the lower limit
in our analysis. The upturn that is visible at low masses in both
simulations is a resolution artefact since it is present at the low-
mass end of every simulation but shifted by a factor of eight in
mass, i.e. the difference in mass resolution between the two simu-
lations. The vertical arrows show the chosen resolution limits that
approximately correspond to 600 DM particles in the DMONLY
simulation with standard resolution. In the other panels we show
resolution tests for the other mass definitions used. We find that
Mdmonly200 = 10
11.5 h−1M⊙ is also a good choice for M500 and
Mfof . However, for M2500 a better choice for the resolution mass
limit is Mdmonly200 = 1012 h−1M⊙.
We also show in Fig. A2 the same resolution test for Mmean500
and forMfof when they are plotted as functions of DMONLY mass
with the same mass definition. These relations are used to produce
the fitting functions and here we show that the mass resolution
limit is the same as in the previous figure where all the quantities
are plotted as a function ofMdmonly200 . The same applies to the other
mass definitions used in the fitting function.
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Figure A1. Resolution test for the analysis done in Sec. 3.1. We show the same panels as in Fig. 2 with the difference that we include only the results from
the REF simulations and AGN 8.0, and for every simulation we show the effect of changing the resolution. The arrows show the resolution limits adopted in
this work, the arrows that are pointing downward refer to the resolution limit for the simulations done in the 100 h−1Mpc box, while the upwards pointing
arrows show where we switch to the larger box size.
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Figure A2. Resolution test for the values used in the fitting functions. We explicitly show the resolution test for Mmean500 and for Mfof . The resolution limits
are the same as the one used when the haloes are binned in Mcrit200 .
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